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// no.19-005 | 02/2019 disssion paer - ftp.zew - and 2015 spurred anti-foreigner hate crime in germany.
using detailed panel data at the county level, we analyze how the size of the in ow of asylum seekers is
associated with attacks against this group. moreover, we investigate the in uence of regional conditions to
cover and better understand the high heterogeneity of hate crimes across germany. using a quasiexperimental design, we identify ... awkward relations? britain and germany in europe since the ... gument against reuniﬁcation was founded in her perception of germany’s past, which to some extent was
viewed by her through a lens of anti-german stereotypes. mares held that thatcher’s view of history left her
unable to see the future of germany in the same way as the germans at large or kohl in particular have.
thatcher’s main worry was about the european balance of power being upset ... the perception of apartheid
in western europe, 1960-1990 - national human rights discourse. andresen pointed out that his research
project empha-sizes the perspective and self-justiﬁcation of the expatriate managers themselves. germany’s
anti-islam marches - the peacemaker foundation - germany’s anti-islam marches the uprising of the
decent as xenophobic marches continue in parts of germany, others stand up jan 10th 2015 | berlin | from the
economist print edition darkening the dome to promote the light 1. still they march, every monday in dresden,
as they have done since october. numbering about 18,000, they call themselves pegida, or “patriotic
europeans against the ... ''rather active today than radioactive tomorrow ... - "'rather active today than
radioactive tomorrow!' environmental justice and the anti-nuclear movement in 1970s wyhl, west
environmental justice and the anti-nuclear movement in 1970s wyhl, west germany" directorate general for
internal policies women's rights ... - combat violence against women and sexual and reproductive health
rights. germany has achieved some progress in gender equality, mainly in the area of employment. germany
conflicted - human rights first - germany conflicted 1 human rights first executive summary germany is at
a tipping point as it heads into important national elections in 2017. asian journal of peacebuilding
research article nuclear ... - nuclear politics, past and present: comparison of german and japanese antinuclear peace movements makiko takemoto this article addresses the question of what has contributed to the
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